Food Safety and Standards Authority of India

FSSAI Technical Officer Syllabus - Quantitative Aptitude

- Areas
- Compound Interest
- Volumes
- Odd Man Out
- Quadratic Equations
- Probability
- Profit and Loss
- Races and Games
- Numbers and Ages
- Mixtures and Allegations
- Mensuration
- Permutations and Combinations
- Problems on L.C.M and H.C.F
- Pipes and Cisterns
- Percentages
- Time and Work Partnership
- Ratio and Proportion
- Boats and Streams
- Simple Interest
- Time and Distance
- Problems on Trains
- Simple Equations
- Problems on Numbers
- Averages
- Indices and Surds
- Simplification and Approximation

Food Safety and Standards Authority of India - Reasoning Topics

Verbal Reasoning

- Analogy
- Series Completion
- Verification of truth of the Statement
- Situation Reaction Test
- Direction Sense Test
- Classification
- Data Sufficiency
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- Alpha- Numeric Sequence Puzzle
- Puzzle Test
- Blood Relations
- Coding- Decoding
- Assertion and Reasoning
- Arithmetical Reasoning
- Operations of Mathematics
- Venn Diagrams
- Word Sequence
- Missing Characters
- Sequential Output training
- Directions
- Test on Alphabets
- Eligibility Test

Non-Verbal Reasoning

- Dot Situation
- Identical figure groupings
- Forming figures and analysis
- Construction of squares and Triangles
- Series
- Analytical Reasoning
- Paper Folding
- Paper Cutting
- Cubes and Dice
- Water Images
- Mirror Images
- Figure Matrix
- Completion Incomplete Pattern
- Spotting embedded figures
- Classification
- Rules Detection

General English Topics

- Synonyms
- Antonyms
- Active and Passive Voice
- Substitution
- Sentence Improvement
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- Spelling Test
- Substitution
- Passage Completion
- Idioms and Phrases
- Sentence
- Completion
- Error Correction (Underlined Part)
- Transformation
- Prepositions
- Sentence Arrangement
- Fill in the blanks
- Spotting Errors
- Para Completion
- Joining Sentences
- Error Correction (Phrase in Bold)

FSSAI Food Safety Officer Syllabus - Current Affairs

- Environment
- Economy
- Banking
- Government Schemes
- Abbreviations and Economic Terminologies
- Summits & Conferences, etc
- Obituary
- Talkies
- Awards
- Sports & General
- Festivity
- International Affairs
- Current Events
- Books & Authors
- Finance
- Science & Technology
- Current Ministers & Governors
- Business
- Indian Financial System
- Politics
- Capitals & Currencies
- Education
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Food Safety and Standards Authority of India - Technical Subjects Topics

- Chemistry
- Dairy Technology
- Microbiology
- Agriculture Sciences
- Bio - Chemistry
- Food Technology
- Veterinary Science
- Biotechnology
- Nutrition
- Biology
- Edible Oil Technology

Mathematics - FSSAI Syllabus

- Relations and Functions
- Logarithms
- Complex Numbers
- Quadratic Equations
- Sequences and Series
- Trigonometry
- Cartesian System of Rectangular Coordinates
- Statistics
- Differentiation
- Introduction to Three Dimensional Geometry
- Straight Lines
- Circles
- Conic Sections
- Permutations and Combinations
- Vectors
- Exponential and Logarithmic Series
- Sets and Set Theory
- Probability Function
- Limits and Continuity
- Applications of Derivatives
- Indefinite Integrals Binomial Theorem
- Matrices
- Determinants
- Definite Integral